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Let’s begin by acknowledging the forward thinking and brave initiative being shown by the 
government. EGSPA and GES show that we are looking to the future. It is wonderful that the 
government has shown, not just in words, but in the action of these documents and the 
programs and initiatives, that the economy and the environment are not competing factors but 
are complementary. 
 
It is worrying that the overriding Green Economy definition that is being quoted through the 
document is the TD version which does not include a responsibility to social equality, while the 
vision of the document does and therefore it would be better to refer to the UNEP definition. 
Also worrying is the use of the term supply chains not value chains. For too long, NS has been a 
resource exporter and we should look at our primary resources from a value position. Of course 
both are needed, but it will boost any industry to keep as much money here, by creating as 
much value as we can, in province and locally. 
 
One of the trends the government is counting is "environmental considerations are increasingly 
embedded into corporate decision making". But that is still the exception, not the rule. Think of 
the oil industry and pulp mills. We cannot count on our industries to be the torch bearers and a 
more integrated, cross sectoral approach, involving a range of actors is recommended. 
 
There is a great deal of pride in NS history of waste management innovation. Regulations are 
not universally applied. Little to no recycling or composting is enforced at schools, universities.  
As well, what about other institutional waste like the covering of hospital sterile kits?  There is an 
opportunity to expand our recycling to include medical waste that is not being managed in all of 
Atlantic Canada. To meet the goals in EGSPA regarding total waste per capita, NS must come 
up with a plan for the redirection of construction waste. Options could include ReStore, or 
diversion into biofuel wherever possible. 
 
The GES spoke about the entrepreneurial work force. We should allow growth of small 
business. One way, within this strategy that support for SMEs could improve would be offering a 
business review at a 1st or 2nd year anniversary. If it is true that most businesses fail in the first 
five years, and this document identified that management and marketing are often weak areas, 
then why not offer a partnership with University Business programs, or RENs for these fledgling 
businesses? A review with available online courses, or grants for additional training could find 
and correct problems early thereby heading off failure and disillusionment.  
 
There is a note under Clean Tech to "invest in talent to help create, grow and attract 
companies". As well, the intention to facilitate business mentoring and partnerships with higher 
learning is part of the GES and should include all businesses. These initiatives can be extended 
from Clean Tech to other small ventures, even 1-10 people shops, employ people and 
contribute to the tax base. 
 
For renewable resources, it would be worth finding out if Solar City could be expanded beyond 
Halifax - maybe by community, or industry. The spa industry and food services would be 
examples of high use hot water businesses that could benefit from solar hot water offsets.  



Building codes were modified for energy efficiency but what about water savings (DWHR,  
aerators, dual flush, or rainwater collection)?. Another option could be structural requirements 
on a build, to allow for easier addition of solar power later. This would require different trusses, 
some tubing from roof to mechanical room and extra space in the mechanical rooms. It is in 
opposition with our vision as energy efficient to keep building homes for the past, not homes 
that are not ready for the future goals of our province. 
 
Also, consider structural changes in homes. Door and bathroom designs to allow for aging in 
own homes. These would allow for more of our aging residents to stay in their homes for a 
longer period before residential care is required. This fits in the GES because building wisely 
means less need for construction renovation or new homes for older families to transition into 
which will reduce our construction waste. 
 
While there was not a focus area on food, two or three food focused initiatives were listed in 
Focus 4. Food could be expanded to be its own focus, or a more thoughtful application of the 
goals of each focus to find ways to include food. For example: to promote the value of 
regulatory certainty for innovation and cost predictability, GES has great ideas about online 
apps and step by step notifications. They also want to ensure policy effectiveness and fairness 
and strive for regulatory efficiency and harmonization making it easier for businesses to comply. 
I would suggest a "red tape review". Application of regulations around food growth, processing 
and sale to the public may be limiting and harming small growth operations. 
 
For example, a local apiarist is restricted from purchasing bees from anywhere but Australia or 
New Zealand due to an infection in bee populations. However, the blueberry producer in the 
next property has no such restrictions. Presumably, these restrictions are in place to protect the 
local bee populations - how do selective exemptions further that purpose? Furthermore, the 
issue of increasing domestic and international competitiveness and profitability should be 
viewed though our food and wine production. 
 
Look at our struggling lobster industry. NS Lobster is still seen as the best in the market. Here is 
a clip from a chef in NYC: "from the freezing cold waters off the tiny village of Fourchu on Cape 
Breton Island in Nova Scotia are rich and delicious, and have been compared to delicacies like 
Wagyu Beef and Italian White Truffles." Yet our lobster fishers are not seeing that return on 
investment. Imagine two holding and processing plants in NS run by a NS lobster board of sorts. 
This would create construction jobs, trades people installing and maintaining the electrical and 
refrigeration, processing jobs - cooking and shelling, clerical in the board office, purchase of 
building supplies - local NS lumber, etc, and options for value added items like lobster pate, etc.  
 
The Board then becomes the seller of these prestige items. Even if they are selling at the same 
price as current, the work is being done here and more money is staying here and the lobster 
fishers get a better price. Add to that mix some proper marketing and the sale price increases, 
increasing the money at every step. 
 
In looking at niche market exploration, the entire area of food tourism opens up. Additional, the 
WHO states that "agriculture remains the largest employment sector in most developing 
countries". This looks at issues of food security which has implications on the increase of 
diversity and amount of food grown locally and abroad.  
UNESCO's article And Not a Drop to Drink? The Freshwater Crisis states that a scarcity of 
freshwater will be the second most pressing concern in the 21st century. In areas of agriculture 
and water resource management, NS is well positioned to research and develop innovative and 
marketable solutions for both the developed and developing world. Irrigation issues, 



desalination issues, biotechnology to assist with water purification and decontamination, as well 
as agricultural methods and crops that are more resistant and preserve nutritional value in the 
soil and the produce, are just a few of the areas of R&D that we could pursue. 
 
Transportation was given only a brief mention in the clean tech sector, but food transportation 
alone accounts for 32% of NS road traffic. It must be considered more broadly in this GES.  
Consider the full implications of high fuel use (possibly refrigerated) heavy trucks burning gas 
while tearing up the roads that that they require more frequent repaving. 
 
Other general concerns beyond those mentioned above include:  
 

 How are these programs and incentives to be adequately rolled out?  

 Is there a plan to work with Municipalities and Chamber of Commerces? 

 How are rural business to exist and be competitive with cellular and internet still not fully 
available?  

 What infrastructure plans are there to address this?  

 Implications for applications for grants and programs/initiatives. 
 
Success is listed in terms of Full Time Equivalent [FTE] jobs through RRFB. While this might be 
a statistical success it is not a true success. FTE refers to hours worked, but full time jobs 
provide a variety of benefits and pensions and security and vacation, not just hours. Be cautious 
using FTEs as a measure of success as that type of work is what is precipitating western 
migration. 
 
If this is a serious issue for the government, truly put your money where your mouth is. Again, in 
the RRFB area spoke of $350,000 issued for value added product development, $285,000 for 
R&D, and $1.6 million for education. The Clean Tech fund is $24 million over 5 years ($4.8 
million/yr) while Irving was given $260 million in "forgivable loans". That Irving loan would fund 
Clean tech for 54 years. 
 
I think the Sustainable Procurement Policy is a great example of how policy can marry the 
environment and the economy. 
 
It is fantastic that the government is working on this and is thinking forward, but let's not re-
invent the wheel. We may be able to share ideas from Switzerland, Sweden, and the UK. All 
three are listed as both globally competitive with a strong environmental performance. How can 
we apply what they have learned, and what can we share with them?  
 
 


